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Localized muscle fatigue (LMF) has been associated to many adverse effects on human 
performance and the risk of work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs). While the 
development of LMF can be dependent on several factors, the influence of cognitive demands is 
still uncertain. This study analyzed the influence of varying levels of cognitive load for a simple 
biomechanical system involving static exertions at a moderate level (25% of maximum voluntary 
capacity). Participants performed 1-hour sessions of intermittent isometric abductions of the index 
finger for four experimental conditions including passive rest and added cognitive load in the form 
of an arithmetic task. Both subjective and objective measures were recorded including measures 
of discomfort, muscle activity, physical and mental task performance, muscle capacity and task 
demands. All conditions with added cognitive demand showed better results compared to passive 
rest in terms of muscle activity, muscle capacity and physical demand. Moreover, moderate 
cognitive demand in concurrence with physical task showed most favorable results as subjects 
showed lowest perceived fatigue (1.66/10), physical demand (30/100), and muscle activity (0.184 
volts) as well as highest muscle capacity retention (92.4%). Further addition of concurrent 
cognitive demand at a high level showed similar perceived fatigue (1.67/10) and physical demand 
(32/100) but demonstrated higher muscle activity (0.239 volts) and lower muscle capacity 
retention (89.9%). Meanwhile, some responses showed different trends for the two genders. 
Outcomes of this study can be used to develop guidelines for designing tasks for both genders 
under different occupational settings, to potentially reduce LMF and contribute towards reducing 
the risk and development of WMSDs, improving the performance, and for finding an “optimal” 
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Muscle fatigue by itself may not be considered a severe condition; however, prolonged fatigue 
without a proper recovery may lead to diminished coordination, increase in muscle tremors, loss 
of calcium homeostasis, etc., that may lead to disorders. Tendonitis, carpal tunnel syndrome 
(caused by repetitive wrist motions), epicondylitis (caused by repeated/forceful rotation of the 
forearm and bending of wrist simultaneously), thoracic outlet syndrome (caused by prolonged 
shoulder flexion/carrying loads on the shoulder), etc., are some of the disorders developed 
especially in work environments and can influence the performance of workers and increase risk 
of accidents, all of which add to days-away-from work and increasing medical expenses. The 
notion of fatigue may vary with different research areas and hence a brief discussion hereby, of 
concepts such as definitions of muscle fatigue developed by researchers over several years, its 
influence in occupational settings and relation of fatigue to development of Work related 
Musculoskeletal Disorders (WMSDs) will help better understand the significance of this study 
along with its methodology and the research gaps it attempts to abridge. 
A.1. Localized Muscle Fatigue (LMF) 
The notion of muscle fatigue pertains in everyone encountering any form of sustained muscle 
activity or physical tasks. However, everyone might have a different perspective about it, which 
may or may not be exact in its entirety. Perhaps the most common notion associates fatigue with 
discomfort and vice versa. In a broad sense that notion stands true but getting to know some 
accurate definitions would help better understand the concept of ‘muscle fatigue’. 
A common definition of muscle fatigue is “the decline in the ability of the muscle to generate force 
or power” (De Luca, 1984). This technically implies that any instance at which the muscle 
generates a force lower than what it generated previously can be termed fatiguing of muscle or 
the muscle can be said to have fatigued. Allen et al., (2008) defined muscle fatigue as “a repeated 
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intense use of muscles that leads to a decline in performance.” Moreover, Gandevia et al., (1995) 
defined Localized Muscle Fatigue (LMF) as “a loss of maximal force generating capacity.” These 
definitions concern fatigue with the duration for which a person can sustain the task and the 
frequency of the task, implying that when a person fails to sustain the task he/she can be said to 
be fatigued. However, in many sub-maximal contractions associated with muscle fatigue the 
central nervous system can still allow for maintaining a constant force level for a certain duration 
of time by actuating increasing number of motor neurons and/or by alleviating the discharge rate 
of those motor neurons. Hence, fatiguing of muscles is related to several neurological and 
physiological phenomena which place an extensive demand on the central nervous system for 
force generation (Lorist et al., 2002). Hence, Bigland-Ritchie and Woods (1984) defined it more 
precisely as “any exercise-induced reduction in the ability of a muscle to generate force or power, 
regardless of the ability to sustain the task”. In another study Saltin and Gollnick (1983) mentioned 
that the common notion of reduction in muscle’s force generating capacity is associated with 
decline in muscle mass. Hence, one may rather mistake weakness for fatigue and a person’s 
weakness has an obvious impact on the duration they can sustain the target task. Furthermore, 
LMF in itself is a complex phenomenon with links to neuromuscular system that gets altered by 
changing muscular activity and these take place before endurance time or failure of sustaining 
the task (Rashedi and Nussbaum, 2015). In order to help better distinguish fatigue from weakness 
Vøllestad (1997) defined it as “any exercise-induced reduction in the maximal capacity to 
generate force or power output.” 
A.2. Underlying neuromuscular and physiological mechanisms of muscle fatigue 
 
The reduction of muscle force generation capacity can be associated with several physiological 
mechanisms affecting the chain of actions resulting into force generation. Motor unit (MU) is the 
basic functional unit to generate force, which is comprised of a motor neuron and skeletal muscle 
fibers. MUs work in unison to control the contractions of a single muscle that are actuated by 
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commands from the central nervous system (CNS). These commands are transmitted to the 
effecter organ by means of the motor neurons whose axons are effective nerve fibers (Schacter 
et al., 2009). The CNS in itself controls muscle force generation through motor unit recruitment in 
two separate ways: 
Temporal recruitment method deals with the frequency of activation of muscle fiber contraction. 
Successive stimulation from alpha motor neurons leads to the muscle twitching faster and in turn 
more frequently which generates a greater force as compared to single twitch as the time between 
contractions is reduced. Here, the number of active MUs remains the same but the frequency of 
their stimulation is increased. On the other hand, spatial recruitment concerns with increasing the 
number of MUs recruited to increase the force generated. The recruitment of motor units is 
dependent on the amount of muscle force required.  
Having known about the basic functional units of muscles and mechanism of commands 
transmitted by the brain, the mechanisms underlying muscle fatigue can be further better 
comprehended based on the way fatigue is distinguished and associations with each type. 
Fatigue in itself can be broadly divided into two types: central fatigue and peripheral fatigue. 
i. Central Fatigue: 
Central fatigue is associated with the CNS. The human brain comprises of several 
receptors that keep a track of the nutrition, dehydration levels and body temperature 
among other things. These indicators help the brain send commands from the CNS that 
reduces the number of motor neurons/units recruited for that muscle. Since the 
recruitment reduces, one has to go through more effort to sustain the task and thus may 
lead to exhaustion. This exhaustion is essentially an indicator for the person to halt the 
task and plays a critical role in avoiding injuries. Gandevia et al., (1995) define central 
fatigue as ‘an exercise-induced decline in the force generation by a muscle that can be 
associated with a corresponding decline in motor neuron recruitment’. In order to suggest 
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that psychological factors play a key role in central fatigue, J. M. Davis and Bailey (1997) 
defined central fatigue as “a subset of fatigue associated with alterations in the CNS that 
cannot necessarily be explained by the dysfunction in the muscle itself.” A key attribute of 
central fatigue is the increased twitch force relative to Maximal Voluntary Contraction 
(MVC) during a task (M. P. Davis and Walsh, 2010). Furthermore, central fatigue can also 
be attributed to increased levels of serotonin in the brain. It has been observed in case of 
individuals performing exercises for prolonged periods of time and experiencing central 
fatigue in comparison to the levels of serotonin in those without central fatigue (Young, 
1986). In addition, Bailey et al., (1993) in a study on rats, found that fatigue is associated 
with a decrease in dopamine synthesis and metabolism in the brainstem. Some of the 
other mechanisms linked with central fatigue are as below (Dobkin, 2008): 
▪ Loss of recruitment of bigger motor units to sustain demanding tasks. 
▪ Central conduction block due to motor neuron dropout. 
▪ Reduced central drive from increased inhibitory interneuron input to motor cortex. 
▪ Increased negative feedback from muscle afferent sensory neurons (Type III and IV) 
Hence, central fatigue renders the brain incapable of sending signals/commands through 
the CNS required to maintain the required muscle strength and thus leads to the 
exhaustion of individual. 
ii. Peripheral Fatigue: 
It has been observed that peripheral fatigue is conceived due to changes within the muscle 
itself. Apart from the brain and CNS, other locations in the muscles and human body can 
be prime spots from where fatigue is perceived. Gandevia (2001) concisely defined 
peripheral fatigue as “fatigue produced by changes at or distal to the neuromuscular 
junction.” The neuromuscular junction, sarcolemmal membrane, the motor nerve, 
excitation-contraction coupling, depletion of fuels and accumulation of metabolites to 
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name some have been found to be primary reasons and locations behind development of 
fatigue (Jones, 1981; Kirkendall, 1990). In addition to that, it has been found that  
increased stimulation of muscle results not only in rapid decline of force generation but 
also slowing of action potential waveform and an increase in the excitation threshold of 
the muscle, which can be attributed to collection of K+ in the extracellular spaces of the 
muscle (Jones, 1981).  The slowing of conduction velocity of muscle action potential has 
been found to be a characteristic of high frequency fatigue of the human muscle. This 
slowed conduction results in prolonged surface recorded action potential, losing amplitude 
and eventual failure (Bigland-Ritchie et. al., 1979). 
 Some other key mechanisms underlying peripheral fatigue as observed by (Kent-Braun, 
1999) involve: 
▪ Loss of electrical conduction from muscle membrane to tubule system. 
▪ Impaired interactions between myosin and actin during cross-bridge cycling. 
▪ Impaired Calcium release from excitation- contraction uncoupling 
▪ Impaired replenishment of Calcium 
Thus, the above classification distinguishes the two types of muscle fatigue, essentially fatigue 
associated with CNS and that with changes in the muscle itself. Through various studies it has 
been found that the contribution of peripheral fatigue to development of LMF is superior to that of 
central fatigue (Kent-Braun, 1999; Rashedi and Nussbaum, 2015). 
A.3. Adverse impacts of LMF 
Muscle fatigue can have adverse effects on the body both physically as well as psychologically. 
From making a person feel tired for a prolonged period of time to feeling de-motivated to do work 
to rendering the muscle/joint incapable of the same flexibility or movement. Considering 
workplace environments, LMF can lead to development of Work-related Musculoskeletal 
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Disorders (WMSDs) as well as harm the person’s performance leading to severe injuries and/or 
workplace errors. 
A.3.1. Relation of LMF with WMSDs 
In 2016, the amount contributed towards workers’ compensation costs due to non-fatal workplace 
injuries estimated to $62 billion (LMG, 2016). Among private industry and state and local 
governments a total of 1,153,490 days-away-from work cases in were recorded in 2015 of which 
WMSDs accounted for 31% (356,910) (BLS, 2016). These injuries and illnesses even though 
labelled as ‘non-fatal’ are quite severe. Their criticality can be accounted for by taking into 
consideration the fact that private industry workers who encountered a MSD required a median 
of 12 days to recover or be considered fit to return to work, which is four days more than the 
median of 8 days required for all-days-away-from- work cases (BLS, 2016). Simoneau et al., 
(1996) stated that when a muscular or ligament structure is fatigued over and over again and is 
compelled to withstand a work load/ time period that it cannot bear without exhibiting negative 
impact on the body a WMSD is induced. One approach to understand the relationship of LMF 
with WMSDs is to consider one of the plausible ways in which WMSDs are induced or developed. 
Whenever a worker is exposed to repetitive motions or similar work conditions their muscles start 
to fatigue. Over time when such fatigue grows beyond the ability of the body to recover, it induces 
musculoskeletal imbalance and over a longer span of time as the imbalance keeps prevailing it 
develops into a musculoskeletal disorder, leaving an impairment or restricting certain bodily 
movements thereafter. Hence fatigue can be considered one of the key risk factors that lead to 
WMSDs. Simoneau et al., (1996) mentioned six categories of risk factors that contribute to 
WMSDs along with their duration/intensity and frequency. Three of them – static muscular force, 
exposure to certain physical aggressors and repetition and invariability of work- show direct links 
to fatigue development which over a period of time grows and poses threat for development of 
WMSDs. Veiersted (1994) mentioned a plausible theory that links having high ‘resting tension’- 
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the muscle activities observed during periods of rest- with the possibility of trapezius myalgia. 
Further, he also mentioned that light manual work might not be a risk factor; however, the 
sustained fatigue and the resulting muscle reactions to physical and psychological factors during 
break may restrain muscles from fatigue recovery and hence may relate to trapezius myalgia or 
other causal mechanisms. Among other mechanisms proposed are disturbances in homeostasis 
of Potassium (Sjøgaard, 1988) and that of Calcium as well (Edwards,1988). 
Even though it has not been known for certain yet, these postulations give a plausible explanation 
that links fatigue to the induction of WMSDs. The role of fatigue in undesirable effects does not 
just limit to physical damage to the worker’s health. It also influences their efficiency and increases 
risk of errors in work. 
A.3.2. Effects of LMF on performance 
Muscle fatigue in any form not only influences workers from a physical aspect but also their mental 
strength. As discussed earlier, fatigue has its roots in the CNS or cortex of the brain. The efforts 
exerted by the CNS to meet the increasing demands of sustaining the task may cause a reduction 
in efforts or attention required to sustain other simultaneous tasks. Hence, LMF poses a direct 
threat to committing workplace errors. This is primarily a concern as an increasing number of jobs 
today require workers to perform both mental and physical tasks concurrently. Rogers et al., 
(2004) in their study of the effect of over-working nurses on patient health and safety reported 
that the risk of making errors increased three times when nurses worked for shifts longer than 
12.5 hours. This showed that nurses who were fatigued due to excessive workload of patients 
and long working hours with little breaks made frequent procedural errors. Working overtime has 
been closely associated with increasing rates of accidents among other undesirable effects 
(Schuster & Rhodes, 1985). Folkard and Tucker (2003) in their meta-analysis have proposed that 
buildup of fatigue over a period of consecutive shifts with little or no recovery period can be a 
contributing factor to the rise in accidents. Meanwhile, Patterson et al., (2012) showed that of the 
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550 emergency medical technicians (EMTs) that participated in the survey, 18% reported an injury 
when they were severely fatigued and 90% admitted to practices that compromised safety directly 
attributing it to the perceived fatigue. These conclusions show the direct influence of fatigue on a 
worker and its implications on the workplace itself. Hence, it becomes essential to consider 
approaches towards a better recovery of muscle fatigue. 
A.4. Methods to reduce muscle fatigue development 
Fatigue development and its recovery can be achieved in different ways. For short-term physical 
tasks, measures such as maintaining adequate nutrition intake and body postures can help 
reduce fatigue development. However, for fatigue experienced repeatedly over a prolonged 
period of time, especially in workplace environments, measures suggested by Occupational 
Safety and Health Association (OSHA) and/or cognitive approach can be adapted.  
A.4.1. Recommendations by OSHA 
There are typically three ways suggested by OSHA to address workplace hazards. However, 
some of them can also be used to reduce fatigue development and/or give time for recovery. 
Engineering controls, which are used when elimination of hazard is not possible (as is often the 
case in workplace environments), can help reduce physical demands of task which in turn can 
reduce fatigue development to some extent. Some examples of such engineering controls include 
reducing weight of the object to be lifted, altering working heights to improve working posture, etc.  
On the other hand, administrative controls that are used to reduce exposure to hazards include 
implementing standard operating procedures, including periods of rest, job rotation, etc. Hence, 
they can help avoid non-ergonomic postures for work, avoid overuse of same muscle groups for 




A.4.2. Cognitive approach to fatigue recovery 
The methods described above can help to reduce development of fatigue to an extent, but today 
more and more jobs are becoming multidimensional and require workers to not just act as physical 
entities in workplaces but also incorporate their mental skills. Manufacturing, healthcare, 
computation, warehousing, administrative, etc. impose a mental load on workers in addition to 
the physical aspects. Currently, as the human interaction with technologies grows in workplaces, 
even further cognitive demand will be needed in occupational settings. Hence, it is essential to 
study the influence of cognitive demands on worker performance, and its potential impact on 
physical fatigue and recovery. However, despite increase in concurrent mental and physical 
demands, the influence on muscular responses has not been clearly understood (Mehta and 
Agnew, 2011). 
A.4.2.1. Cognitive task during rest 
About 100 years ago Sechenov (who has  been motivating neurophysiologic research) 
postulated that perhaps incurring periods of any kind of “diverting” activity- be it physical or mental- 
would have a better influence on fatigue recovery as compared to a period of total rest (Sechenov, 
1935). Since then several studies have been carried out to further explore and test the validity of 
this to various contexts. Pursuing this path, Gandevia and Macefield (1989) showed that a bout 
of mental (cognitive) task might be more effective in muscle recovery if it activates regions of the 
brain that are responsible to a certain extent for central fatigue processes (i.e. the motor and 
prefrontal cortex). Adding to the validity of Sechenov’s postulation, in a study of repeated motion 
of the elbow or middle finger flexors it was observed that the muscles could yield or sustain more 
amount of work after rest periods with some diverting activity (physical activity with other muscle 
groups or some mental activity as problem solving) than the amount of work sustained after 
periods of complete rest (Asmussen and Mazin, 1978). Further, the study showed that recovery 
from LMF was largely controlled by the CNS and was independent of blood flow. The implication 
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of these conclusions however, can depend on personal characteristics such as age, deprivation 
of sleep, and, nutritional habits and can impair cognitive functions and decline muscle capacities 
causing weakness (Alhola and Polo-Kantola, 2007; Norman et al., 2005). 
In another study Stock et al., (2011) examined fatigue recovery during three different types of 
breaks. Subjects performed two bouts which consisted of 50 consecutive maximal concentric 
isometric exertions of the dominant leg extensors. The three different types of breaks consisted 
of passive rest, performing math problems as a mental task, and peforming leg extensions as a 
physical task. Their results showed that when subjects had passive rest or performed the physical 
task between the work bouts, there was a substantial decline in the initial peak torque recorded 
after the work bouts from that recorded before the work bouts. However, there was no decline in 
initial peak torque when subjects perfomed the mental task, indicating enhanced recovery due to 
presence of mental task. 
Mathiassen et al., (2014) tried to examine impact of cognitive task on fatigue recovery in periods 
of break. During bouts of work, EMG amplitude and perceived fatigue were increasing. The results 
indicated that the Trapezius EMG amplitude recovered during the breaks with mental task, i.e., 
between the last part of one work period and the first part of the succeeding work bout. Pattern of 
recovery during the break remained the same for conditions utilizing different levels of mental task 
difficulty. The difficulty of cognitive task did not have any influence on recovery of perceived 
fatigue during breaks but the recovery during the first hour after work was most pronounced 
following the most difficult cognitive task. Yet another interesting finding of the study showed that 
the mental task of highest difficulty was directly linked with a better recovery of heart rate and 
heart rate variability as compared to mental tasks with lower difficulty. During work bouts, heart 
rate measured by inter-beat intervals decreased and the difference in heart rate for each 7-minute 
work bout increased, showing high variability. However, breaks with the most difficult mental task 
showed better recovery in heart rate after each work bout and the variability in heart rate after 
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each work bout was reduced showing enhanced recovery of heart rate variability. Based on the 
results, the authors suggested that the positive influence of cognitive task on recovery would be 
more prominent when the physical work does not have a cognitive demand of its own and when 
the cognitive task is not overly stressful on the brain. 
Thus, the studies discussed above showed results supporting rest periods with diverting activity. 
They concluded correlation between cognitive task and regions of brain involved in central fatigue, 
heart rate variability and showed influence of gender difference in response to cognitive stress 
and enduring fatiguing contractions. However, the hypothesis of enhanced fatigue recovery in 
presence of rest periods with diverting activity does not hold true in all situations. While the studies 
above show enhanced fatigue recovery or increased endurance time in presence of some 
diverting activity, other studies show results varying from enhanced fatigue recovery to no effect 
of cognitive task to increased muscle fatigue due to dual-task demand imposed on the CNS (Birch 
et al., 2000; Lundberg et al., 1994; Mehta and Agnew, 2011).    
A.4.2.2. Simultaneous physical and cognitive task 
Besides using cognitive load during rest, different levels of cognitive demand during the work 
execution can affect the LMF development. Some research studies concluded an increase in 
fatigue recovery, reduced muscle activity or ability of muscle to sustain task for a longer period of 
time (Asmussen and Mazin, 1978; Au and Keir, 2007; Lundberg et al., 1994; Mehta and Agnew, 
2011; Stock et al., 2011), while others reported a deterioration of muscle capacity or increased 
muscle activity (Lundberg et al., 1994; MacDonell and Keir, 2005; Mehta and Agnew, 2012). In 
their research on EMG activity of the trapezius muscle Lundberg et al., (1994) reported an 
increase of nearly 20% in EMG activity of the trapezius muscle in presence of a cognitive task in 
form of the Stroop color word test (CWT) in conjunction to an isometric arm abduction. Thus, the 
study showed adverse influence of cognitive demands on top of physical task. Yet another study 
of finger elevation and rest monitoring computer mouse work found a surprising increase of 50% 
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in extensor carpi radialis (ECR) activity under implication of tasks implying memory demands. 
(Finsen et al., 2001). 
Srinivasan et al., (2016) showed that the average EMG amplitude in the right upper trapezius 
muscle increased by 10% in presence of a concurrent cognitive load. However, there was no 
change in the average EMG amplitude for the extensor carpi radialis (ECR) muscle. However, for 
a short duration task, 10% increase is not significant, and they proposed that increased trapezius 
muscle activity could be attributed to changes in muscle activation patterns among the shoulder 
muscles.  Hence, when maximal voluntary exertion was set at low level for bearing occupational 
relevance to low intensity tasks such as computer work, both the physical and cognitive tasks 
could be performed without substantial muscle fatigue for the short term.  A major limitation of the 
study was lack of relevance to task duration in work environments. The study involved work 
protocols lasting only for 7-8 minutes. Hence, it cannot be concluded that the increase in EMG 
amplitude of trapezius muscle would be observed similarly for durations more relevant to 
occupational settings as no indications of perceived fatigue or any differences in physiological 
responses during the work bouts were observed.  
Mehta and Agnew (2012) described that the inclusion of a mental arithmetic task in addition to 
physical tasks of moderate levels of exertion (35% MVC) led to a 25% decrement in the endurance 
time and muscle strength declined at a faster rate. Furthermore, it has been concluded that 
endurance time reduced in presence of a difficult arithmetic task as compared to a simple one 
(Yoon et al., 2009).  
While the above studies showed adverse effect of incorporating cognitive demand on top of 
physical demand, others demonstrated positive effects of simultaneous cognitive load. The study 
by MacDonell and Keir (2005) involved subjects performing isometric shoulder exertions 
(abduction and flexion) independently and in concurrence with a gripping task, a mental task and 
both of them. Results showed that muscle activity and moment were reduced in presence of a 
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concurrent mental task (Stroop test). Cognitive task had a similar or greater influence on fatigue 
recovery as an added physical task of gripping. Further, performing both gripping and mental 
tasks further reduced muscle activity and shoulder moment. In yet another study, subjects 
performed different hand and shoulder exertions and it was seen that 40% MVC shoulder 
moments lead to an increase in forearm muscle activity by 2-4% MVE whereas presence of 
mental task (Stroop test) reduced all deltoid muscle activity by 1% MVE (Au and Keir, 2007). 
Hence, a positive influence on fatigue development in deltoid muscles was observed. 
Mehta and Agnew (2011) involved varying levels of physical intensity (5% to 85%) for isometric 
upper extremity exertions and used the Stroop test to impose cognitive load in addition to the 
physical task. They observed a decline in the activity of shoulder and upper extremity muscles at 
higher exertion levels in presence of cognitive demand. This decline was more profound at the 
task with the physical demand of 45% MVC. However, no difference in muscle activity or motor 
performance was observed for the lowest exertion level (5% MVC). Furthermore, fluctuations in 
the force of muscle were decreased and motor performance was improved at 25% and 45% MVC 
followed by decline in performance and increase in force fluctuations again at 85% MVC. Hence, 
while the results showed a decline in muscle activity for moderate levels of exertion, they also 
showed larger force fluctuations at the lowest (5%) and highest levels (85%) of physical demand 
thereby showing contrasting influence of cognitive demand at different physical exertion levels 
and contradiction with the previous study (Mehta and Agnew, 2012). Although this study covered 
a range of physical exertions, a key limitation was the duration for which the tasks were performed. 
As the study was conducted only for a short duration of 10 seconds, the effects of concurrent 
cognitive demands may not be applicable to work places. The study was carried out to test a wide 
range of physical exertions without inducing muscle fatigue in participants. However, in 
occupational settings workers experience fatigue and that is when the influence of cognitive 
demand is of higher interest. The lowest level of physical exertion in this study (5% MVC) may 
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have been too low along with the short duration of only 10s to show any influence of cognitive 
task on muscle activity. Furthermore, the highest exertion level of 85% MVC bears little 
occupational relevance as no worker can perform such high levels of exertion over a longer period 
of time. In addition, the task involved simultaneous activation of three joints of the upper extremity 
(wrist, elbow and shoulder) and thus resulted in higher variability in muscle activity measures 
between individuals.  
In order to better understand the extent to which interactions take place between physical (motor) 
tasks and cognitive tasks and to analyze mutual effects, Lorist et al., (2002) conducted a dual-
task experimental study wherein participants were made to perform: 1) a cognitive Choice 
Reaction Task (CRT), 2) a CRT combined with a fatiguing (30% control MVC) motor task,  3) CRT 
with non-fatiguing (5% cMVC) motor task and 4) the fatiguing submaximal contraction task alone. 
Here, the strongest contraction of the index finger was termed as “control MVC (cMVC)’’. Their 
results showed that during the fatiguing dual-task condition an increasing degree of motor fatigue 
was observed throughout the task. Furthermore, there was also a substantial decline in the 
performance of the choice reaction task. The coefficient of variation of the maintained sub-
maximal force increased by 74% during the second half of the dual-task test. There was also an 
increase in the percentage of incorrect responses for infrequent stimuli in the CRT along with 
longer response times. However, in case of dual task condition with non-fatiguing sub-maximal 
task (5% cMVC) a considerably lower level of muscle fatigue was observed and this directly 
attributed to an improved CRT performance. Also, when subjects performed the fatiguing sub-
maximal task (30% cMVC) alone, the variability in force variation was less pronounced as 
compared to the dual-task fatiguing condition. The authors proposed that a plausible reason for 
decline in task performance in the fatiguing dual task condition could be the additional demands 
due to increasing fatigue placed on central mechanisms driving the motor behavior. Hence, a 
positive influence of presence of cognitive task was observed for sub-maximal task. Also, it was 
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observed that increasing demands and motor fatigue have a mutual impact on the performance 
levels of both the motor tasks as well as the cognitive task. 
Hence, studies have shown mixed influence of concurrent cognitive task on fatigue development 
and its recovery, some in favor of and some negatively impacted the recovery process. Some of 
these studies had certain limitations including too short task durations, selection of physical 
demand levels with small occupational relevance and selecting complex biomechanical systems 
that affect the construct validity of the conclusions. Thus, even after the most recent works, more 
pronounced effects (if any) of cognitive tasks on development of fatigue and recovery are yet to 
be studied. It also remains to be seen if cognitive tasks show more favorable results during breaks 
or concurrently and if results can differ based on gender of participants. Furthermore, the 
influence of varying difficulty of cognitive task on performance of physical task needs to be further 
studied.  
A.5 Research Gap and Objectives 
The studies discussed above showed ambiguous results under different conditions as some 
showed a positive influence of increased demands of concurrent mental and physical tasks while 
others showed a decrease in force generating capacity of the muscle or increase in muscle 
activity. Lorist et al., (2002) demonstrated that increased demands had a mutual influence on 
performance of the motor task as well as the cognitive task. However, it is yet to be explored to 
what extent, the simultaneous cognitive task will benefit the force generation capacity of muscle. 
The study by Mehta and Agnew (2011) showed an increase in muscle activity at 25% MVC but a 
decrease in muscle activity at 45%. Further, force fluctuations were reduced at both 25% and 
45% MVC due to cognitive task but they were increased at 85% MVC. Hence, contrasting results 
were observed along with limitations of short task duration (which may not be sufficient to elicit 
physiological changes such as fatigue), lack of occupational relevance of certain physical demand 
levels and increased the biomechanical complexity, which reduces the construct validity of the 
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study. Also while Mathiassen et al., (2014) study did explore effects of cognitive tasks in break, 
the results for recovery after work were not explored substantially. 
In this study, the First Dorsal Interosseous (FDI) muscle, which is a single muscle for executing 
the index finger abduction, will be utilized. While some previous studies have assessed influence 
of cognitive task for a range of physical demands, in this study a single level of physical demand 
(occupationally relevant for medium effort tasks) will be considered and influence of having 
varying levels of cognitive loads- in periods of break as well as in concurrence with physical task 
will be assessed in a controlled experiment. Mutual influence of both tasks on performance will 
be studied for subjects of both genders. Based on observations it would be concluded as to what 
conditions yield most favorable results for fatigue/recovery for dual task performance and under 
which situations the performance of subjects starts declining. The study will also help understand 
changes in body response due to varying levels of cognitive demand. 
A.6. Innovation 
The current study was aimed at understanding the influence of varying levels of cognitive task 
under different experimental conditions for a single level of workload or %MVC as to the best of 
the authors’ knowledge most studies in this field have been directed at analyzing influence of 
cognitive task over a range of physical demands. This study aimed at finding the condition(s) that 
give mutually favorable results for both cognitive as well as motor tasks in terms of performance, 
development and recovery of muscle fatigue, and changes in body responses for both genders. 
Past studies have been carried out to analyze the influence of cognitive task in concurrence with 
physical tasks and very few have analyzed its effect during periods of break. This study included 
scenarios of controlled experiment that had – 1) concurrent physical and cognitive tasks, 2) a 
cognitive task only during periods of break as well as 3) a totally passive break. This helped better 
analyze changes in body responses under both condition as different work settings present 
physical and mental demands alternatingly as well as concurrently. Also, to make it more 
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occupationally relevant a physical demand and duration similar to that experienced in workplaces 
was selected and subjects of both genders were studied. A detailed account of the different 
experimental scenarios chosen along with the methods used to obtain several measures of 
interest has been described in the methodology. 
A.7. Hypothesis  
The current study aimed at assessing several experimental scenarios- a session of totally passive 
rest periods between bouts of work, two sessions of performing cognitive tasks of varying difficulty 
in concurrence with physical task and a session of performing cognitive task during periods of 
break between work bouts. Based on the review of previous studies, we hypothesized that- 1) 
subjects will experience a reduction in muscle fatigue during dual task condition as compared to 
periods of passive rest and fatigue recovery between bouts of work will be enhanced due to added 
cognitive demands. A faster recovery in EMG amplitude will take place in breaks with cognitive 
tasks as compared to passive breaks. 2) Further, as the difficulty of cognitive task increases, at 
the most difficult level (hard) the subjects might exhibit a decline in performance and/or fatigue 
recovery. 3) Possible influence of the physical task could also be observed in the performance 
level of the cognitive task, causing a decline in accuracy of task or a longer response duration for 
the difficult level. 
B. Methodology 
A controlled experiment for different scenarios mentioned earlier for the physical and cognitive 
tasks was carried out to test the proposed hypotheses and obtain results. The selection of muscle, 
level of physical task demand (in terms of %MVC), different levels of difficulty for the cognitive 





B.1. Selection of muscle for study 
In the studies discussed in the preceding section, various muscles were selected for study 
depending on the actual workplace task the authors intended to simulate or in some cases, the 
specific muscle the study was aimed at. The study by Mehta and Agnew (2011) covered a broad 
spectrum of real world tasks ranging from typing to peak force generating tasks. The muscles 
examined in this study included upper extremity muscles such as biceps brachii (BB), triceps 
brachii (TB), flexor carpi radialis (FCR), extensor carpi radialis (ECR), flexor carpi ulnaris (DCU) 
and extensor carpi ulnaris (ECU). Also, the Trapezius and ECR muscles have been studied by 
multiple studies (Bosch et al., 2007; Srinivasan et al., 2016; Veiersted, 1994) since many 
occupationally relevant tasks involve fatiguing in the neck and shoulder portion of the body. In 
their study, Mathiassen et al., (2014) discussed this concept of analyzing influence of having a 
cognitive task in periods of break after a physical task examining the upper trapezius muscle. 
Their findings showed a notable reduction in perceived fatigue in the neck-shoulder region during 
period of break; however, they also found that the difficulty of mental task did not have any 
substantial influence on recovery of ipsilateral or contralateral EMG.  
For the purpose of this study, the first dorsal interosseous (FDI) muscle was selected. A key 
attribute of this muscle is the fact that it is a very unique setting in the body wherein only a single 
muscle attributes to the abduction motion of the index finger metacarpophalangeal joint 
(Infantolino and Challis, 2010). Further, the FDI muscle has been the subject of study for changes 
in firing rates of motor units in humans, motor unit action potential, development of muscle fatigue 
with varying levels of muscle contraction as well as motor fatigue and cognitive tasks in humans 
(Lorist et al., 2002; Milner-Brown et al.,1973; Rashedi and Nussbaum, 2016; Zhou et al., 2001). 
All these studies on the FDI muscle and the fact that it is the sole contributor for the movements 
of the index finger make it a good choice for this study of influence of cognitive tasks during 
breaks. If the proposed hypothesis holds true for this muscle, it might as well be possible to 
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extrapolate the results on to other muscle joints. However, if the experimental study reveals 
contradicting results, the complexity of the phenomenon could be further understood by questions 
in context of the nature of demand of the cognitive and physical task, their durations, and the 
psychological phenomena occurring that caused these effects and many others. Hence, this study 
could be a novel attempt at understanding a concept that stretches across various engineering, 
biomedical and psychological disciplines.  
B.2. Selection of physical and cognitive tasks 
As discussed in previous sections, some studies failed to consider % MVC levels relevant to 
workplace settings. Contraction levels close to maximal force generating capacity become 
increasingly difficult to maintain in actual workplace settings for prolonged periods of time. On the 
other hand, really low contraction levels (8-9%) practiced for periods too small to represent 
workplace settings (Srinivasan et al., 2016) can fail to yield any relevant results. This has been 
further supported by Rohmert (1973) whose study concluded that there was no noticeable 
reduction in maximum strength or perception of fatigue if the holding force is limited to 15% MVC 
for periods of 10 to 25 minutes. Furthermore, workers have been found to have sustained forces 
between 6% to 20% MVC for common keyboard tasks (Swanson and Sauter, 1991).Hence, for 
the purpose of this study, to have a close representation of a regular work day the length of each 
experimental scenario was selected to be 60 minutes with intermittent bouts of rest in between 
and a physical task requiring 25% of maximal voluntary contraction of the FDI muscle was 
selected to simulate workplace tasks involving hand/finger tasks more accurately.  
The cognitive task selected for this study was that of reverse counting which could be performed 
without having the subjects’ visual focus distracted from the work graph they had to follow. They 
were asked to count backwards during periods of intermittent rest as well as in concurrence with 
the physical task. To determine the levels of difficulty for the task, an initial pilot study involving 
six subjects (3M, 3F) in the age group of 21-25 years was carried out wherein subjects were 
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asked to count backwards from 200 in steps of 2, steps of 3 and steps of 7 to assess relative 
performance in terms of numbers counted and correctness of counting. Followed by this, they 
were asked to count backwards in steps of 6, a relative comparison was made with the 
performance of counting in steps of 7, and subjects were asked which one they could sustain or 
perform better. The analysis of the study is shown in graphs below.  
 
Figure 1: Numbers counted during pilot study for selecting difficulty levels for the 
cognitive task. 
 





In addition to that, a percentage of decline in the ability of the subjects to count numbers with 
increase in difficulty is shown in the table below: 







Relative % of 
numbers 
counted in 
steps of 3 
Relative % of 
numbers 
counted in 
steps of 7 
Relative % of 
numbers 
counted in 
steps of 6 
1 22 41 36 45 
2 22 59 36 41 
3 23 52 35 52 
4 25 96 56 64 
5 20 60 45 50 
6 26 42 35 46 
 
This study was carried to ensure that changes in difficulty level for the cognitive task were 
progressive and nominal rather than erratic. Based on the analysis it was concluded that since 
the difference in the performance level for counting backwards in steps of 6 and 7 was not 
significantly high, the medium and hard levels for cognitive task would be counting backwards in 
steps of 3 and 7 respectively.  
B.3. Experimental Procedure 
A total of 12 participants were selected for the study (6M,6F) from across the university campus. 
The mean (standard deviation) for their age, height, and weight were 20.67 (1.75) years, 181.17 
(5.49) cm, 74.92 (7.6) kg and 22.8 (1.77) kg/m2 for males; 20 (1.67) years, 168.5 (5.82) cm, 62.14 
(6.78) kg and 21.9 (2.06) kg/m2 for females.  In order to reduce the impact of potential confounding 
factors such as obesity, only subjects with a BMI index of 18.5-24.9 kg/m2 were recruited for the 
study. The mean (SD) of the BMI index of subjects was 22.35 (1.89) kg/m2.  All participants self-
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reported to be physically active and performing physical exercise at least two to three times a 
week on a consistent basis. In addition, they reported no incident of experiencing any 
musculoskeletal disorder in the upper extremity muscles in the last year.  Prior to the study, 
approval for experimental procedures was obtained from Rochester Institute of Technology’s 
Institutional Review Board (IRB). Flyers and emails (also approved by the IRB) were used to 
select participants from across the campus and informed consent was obtained for each 
participant prior to the study. A minimum gap of two days was maintained between each data 
collection session for all participants to minimize the potential carry-over effect of muscle fatigue.  
The study comprised of a preliminary session of about half an hour followed by four data collection 
sessions for each subject. The four experimental conditions were: (1) A controlled session (i.e., 
passive rest) (2) Performing concurrent reverse counting in steps of 3 (CRC3) along with the 
physical task (3) Performing concurrent reverse counting in steps of 7 (CRC7) along with the 
physical task and (4) Performing reverse counting in steps of 3 during periods of rest (RC3). The 
sequence of these conditions was balanced using a 4x4 Latin squares.  
At the beginning of practice as well as all data collection sessions, subjects were familiarized with 
the experimental procedure and they gave written consent during the first time after reading the 
informed consent form. Subjects’ perception of muscle exertion/discomfort were then calibrated 
to the Borg – CR10 scale which was used to obtain subjective ratings of perceived discomfort 
(RPD) from participants throughout each session. Subjects were asked to verbally report the RPD 
while looking at the Borg-CR10 scale with their backs pressed against a wall and knees bent at 
90o till perceived fatigue exceeded 8 on the 10-point scale as implemented in some earlier studies 
(Rashedi et al., 2014; Rashedi and Nussbaum, 2016). 
Thereafter, subjects were comfortably seated in front of a computer screen which displayed the 
target exertion level graph that they were to follow. Their skin was prepared by shaving the region 
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over the muscle belly, cleaning it using sand paper (220 grit) and alcohol swabs. 
Electromyography (EMG) was then collected by placing the electrode over the FDI muscle belly. 
Surgical tape was used to secure the position of the EMG electrode. The ground electrode was 
then attached over the bony site on their elbow. The subject’s hand was placed in a load cell 
fixture which had 6 degrees of freedom (125 N capacity, 
Nano25-E, ATI Inc., Apex, NC.) as shown in Fig.3 in a 
pronated position with the elbow flexed at 135o and 
shoulder abducted. The index finger of the subject’s right 
hand was inserted in a ring-shaped clamp, with the 
intermediate phalanges centered over it. The finger was 
then tightened and isolated by strapping the rest of the 
fingers and thumb with Velcro strapping. Prior to that 
surgical tape was applied over the index finger to prevent 
skin irritation due to extended contact with the ring-
shaped clamp. Furthermore, numerous brackets were 
used from the sides to minimize movements of the lower 
arm. A small plastic bracket of marginally less width than 
that of the finger was placed underneath the index finger 
and strapped using surgical tape in order to prevent 
involuntary flexion of the index finger during the experiment.  
This was followed by multiple MVC trials (pre-MVC) before the start of the session and one trial 
at the end of each 10-minute work bout. For each MVC measure, subjects were given strong 
verbal encouragement to exert maximum possible force using the FDI muscle of the index finger 
in the fixture. Pre-MVC trials were used to determine 25% exertion level for the physical task. 
RPD were also recorded at the end of each 10-minute work bout using the Borg CR-10 scale 
Figure 3: Subject performing the 
physical task with hand placed on 
the load cell and the index finger 
isolated using Velcro straps. 
  Velcro straps 





described earlier. Performance data for the 
cognitive task was manually collected by 
recording the numbers counted and their 
accuracy. This helped examine if the duration of 
motor task or its difficulty had any influence on 
the performance of cognitive task or vice versa. 
For each work bout subjects were given random 
starting points of counting in the range of 150-
450 and asked to count backwards in steps of 3 
(CRC3, RC3) or 7 (CRC7) as the condition 
implied.  
Furthermore, National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) 
was used at the end of the session in order to 
obtain subjective assessment of mental demand and overall workload as implemented in earlier 
studies (Mehta & Agnew, 2011). At the end of the session, subjects were asked to read 
instructions for and rate – raw scores on the six sub scales and assign weights to the six sources 
of workloads.  As the NASA-TLX scale has six sub-scales – effort, mental demand, physical 
demand, performance, temporal demand and frustration- it enabled recording subjective 
measures on a wide range of factors. 
The duration of each data collection session was 60 minutes which consisted of six 10-minute 
bouts of intermittent isometric contractions and a duty cycle of 50% (i.e. 30 seconds of motor task 
and 30 seconds of rest period). The subject can be seen performing the task, following the work 
graph in Fig.4. 
Figure 4: Participant performing index 
finger abduction while following physical 





Figure 5: Schematic representation of experimental procedure with subjective and 
objective measures collected throughout the 1-hour experimental session for each of the 
four conditions. 
Fig. (5) represents a schematic diagram of the experimental procedure for each of the four 
sessions and the measures of RPD and MVC being recorded intermittently after each work bout 
followed by NASA-TLX measures recorded at the end of each session. 
B.4. Data Analysis 
For each of the data collection sessions raw data was sampled at 1000 Hz frequency and low 
pass filtered at a cut-off frequency of 5 Hz and using a second order Butterworth filter in Matlab. 
Throughout each one-hour session both subjective and objective measures were recorded. The 
subjective measures recorded involved – RPD and NASA- TLX whereas objective measures 
involved- coefficient of variation (COV) for force fluctuations, root mean square (RMS) for muscle 
activity, maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) for determining decline in muscle strength, and 
normalized median power frequency (nMPF).  Both RPD and MVC were recorded at the end of 




MVC was normalized for each subject with respect to pre-MVC recorded at the beginning of each 
session; MPF was normalized with respect to that for the first work bout. For COV, RMS, and 
nMPF the middle 20 seconds of each 30 second exertion portion were selected. This was done 
to exclude any possible overshoot that may have occurred during the first and last five seconds 
in force transition phase. While data was collected from 12 subjects, analysis was conducted for 
10 subjects (6M,4F) due to technical problems observed in the data collected from two female 
subjects.  
Repeated measures ANOVAs were performed to examine influence of condition, gender, time, 
and their interaction effects on the response variables. Participants’ ID was given as a random 
attribute in the analysis model and was nested with gender. Since three-factor interactions were 
not significant they were excluded from the final analysis. Upon analyses, post-hoc comparisons 
were conducted for all significant factors using Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD) test to 
assess differences between levels of factors. All data analysis was completed using Matlab and 
statistical analysis was performed in JMP Pro 13 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). A p-value of less 
than 0.05 (p < 0.05) was used for statistical significance. No substantial violations of non-
parametric assumptions were observed unless mentioned otherwise. 
C. Results 
A summary of statistical results for all response variables is presented in Table 2. A detailed 
description of results for each of the response variables is described below. 
C.1. Subjective Measures 
C.1.1. Ratings of Perceived Discomfort (RPD) 
For RPD the factors that showed a significant statistical influence were time, condition, and 
gender × condition interaction effect (p-values ≤ 0.0263). There was a notable increase in RPD 
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over time throughout the 1-hour period with an overall increase rate of 0.031/min. For gender and 
condition interaction, females had the lowest rating (mean) of 1.08 for CRC7 and the highest 
(mean) of 1.79 for CRC3, which was 66% higher than CRC7. However, for males the lowest rating 
(mean) was for CRC3 (1.26) and the highest was for RC3 (2.14) which was 70% higher than 
CRC3. Condition wise the highest rate of increase was observed for RC3 for which RPD increased 
at a rate of 0.039/min, whereas the lowest rate of increase was for CRC7, for which RPD 
increased at a rate of 0.025/min. Furthermore, CRC7 also had the lowest mean value of 1.375 
which differed significantly from RC3 which had the highest mean value of 1.809 (Fig. 6).  
However, the non-parametric model assumptions for residuals were not strictly followed for RPD 
and hence although it is a subjective measure, it is advised to take caution while interpreting the 
results of the RPD.  
 
Figure 6: Ratings of perceived discomfort (RPD) for both genders over time and 
condition. The error bars represent standard deviation. The conditions are: 
passive rest, concurrent reverse counting in steps of 3 (CRC3), concurrent 
reverse counting in steps of 7 (CRC7), and reverse counting in steps of 3 during 




 C.1.2. National Aeronautics and Space Administration-Task Load Index (NASA-
TLX) 
For NASA-TLX, condition proved to be a significant factor for physical demand, mental demand 
as well as for overall score, numbers counted, and errors made (p-values ≤ 0.0138). For physical 
demand, control condition had the highest mean value of 55.6 which differed significantly from 
CRC7 (32) which was the second lowest and CRC3 (30) which was the lowest. In case of mental 
demand, control condition had the lowest mean value of 20.88 and differed significantly from the 
rest of the conditions with CRC7 being the highest with a mean value of 73.95. The overall score 
was lowest for control condition (49.14) and differed significantly from CRC7 which was the 
highest with a mean value of 64.61.  
Furthermore, CRC7 also had the lowest numbers counted with a mean of 13.12 and differed 
significantly from CRC3 (22.79) and RC3 (23.19). In terms of errors made, CRC7 was the highest 
with a mean of 0.227 wrong numbers throughout the entire 1-hour session and differed 
significantly from CRC3 which had a mean of 0.127 wrong numbers and RC3 had a mean value 
of 0.0586 wrong numbers (Fig. 7). 
Figure 7: Influence of the four experimental conditions on physical and mental demands and 
overall score. The error bars represent standard deviation. The conditions are: passive rest, 
concurrent reverse counting in steps of 3 (CRC3), concurrent reverse counting in steps of 7 
(CRC7), and reverse counting in steps of 3 during breaks (RC3). Conditions not represented 




C.2. Objective Measures 
C.2.1. Coefficient of Variation (COV) 
For COV the significant factors were time, condition, gender x condition interaction and gender x 
time interaction (p-values ≤ 0.0034). COV showed a significant increase with time with an overall 
increase rate of 0.00007/min. However, this increase was different for the two genders with time 
and conditions. The rate of increase for males (0.0001/min) was three times that for females which 
was 0.00003/min. In addition to that, for females, force fluctuations for CRC7 were the lowest with 
a mean value of 0.0157. CRC7 was significantly different from CRC3 which had the highest mean 
value of 0.0199 and RC3 which had a mean value of 0.0186. In case of males, it was CRC3 which 
was showed the lowest mean value of 0.0169 and differed significantly from RC3 which had the  
highest mean value of 0.0209 (Fig.8). 
 
 
Figure 8: Influence of time, gender, condition, and two-factor interactions of 
gender with time and condition on force fluctuations. The error bars represent 
standard deviation. The conditions are: passive rest, concurrent reverse counting 
in steps of 3 (CRC3), concurrent reverse counting in steps of 7 (CRC7), and reverse 
counting in steps of 3 during breaks (RC3). Conditions not represented by the 




C.2.2. Maximum Voluntary Contraction (MVC) 
MVC was normalized for each subject with respect to the pre-MVC recorded at the beginning of 
each session. It was observed that normalized MVC kept decreasing over time with an overall 
rate of decline of 0.168%/min. However, this decline was different among all conditions. MVC was 
the highest for CRC3 (92.71%) and was significantly different from control condition which was 
the lowest (89.18%). In addition to that, the rate of decline for control condition was 0.198%/min 
which was 44.5% higher than the rate of decline for CR3 which was 0.137%/min. Although, gender 
did not have any significant influence on change in MVC and neither did the gender x time and 
gender x condition interactions (p-values ≥ 0.70) (Fig.9). 
  C.2.3. Root Mean Square (RMS) 
Time, condition and gender x condition interaction proved to be significant factors for RMS (p-
values < 0.0007). The overall rate of increase for RMS was 0.00068 volts/min. However, the rate 
of increase differed between conditions. Control condition had a mean RMS of 0.244 volts which 
Figure 9: Influence of time and condition on normalized MVC. The error bars represent 
standard deviation. The conditions are: passive rest, concurrent reverse counting in 
steps of 3 (CRC3), concurrent reverse counting in steps of 7 (CRC7), and reverse 
counting in steps of 3 during breaks (RC3). Conditions not represented by the same 
symbol are significantly different. 
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was the highest whereas RMS was lowest for CRC3 with a mean value of 0.184 volts. For 
difference in conditions with respect to gender, there was no significant difference among 
conditions for females, whereas for males CRC3 which showed the lowest mean value of 0.145 
volts was significantly different from the rest of the conditions with CRC7 showing the highest  
mean value of 0.243 volts (Fig.10). 
C.2.4. Normalized Median Power Frequency (nMPF) 
None of the factors had any statistically significant main effect on change in nMPF (p-values > 
0.09). The nMPF kept increasing till 20 minutes and then showed a declining trend. The overall 
rate of decline in nMPF was 0.02%/minute. Although, gender x condition interaction showed to 
be significant (p-value 0.0419). For males, passive rest showed the lowest mean value of 98.3%, 
while RC3 showed the highest mean value of 102%. In case of females, RC3 showed the lowest 
mean value of 100% and CRC7 showed the highest mean value of 103%. Although, not all 
assumptions for non-parametric model were met for this analysis and hence it is advised to 
proceed with caution while interpreting nMPF results.  
Figure 10: Influence of time, condition and gender and condition interaction on RMS. The 
conditions are: passive rest, concurrent reverse counting in steps of 3 (CRC3), concurrent 
reverse counting in steps of 7 (CRC7), and reverse counting in steps of 3 during breaks 
(RC3). Conditions not represented by the same symbol are significantly different. 
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C.3. Summary of statistical analysis and the correlation matrix 
A brief summary table for each of the response variables and the factors along with their p-values 
is shown in Table 2 below. 
Table 2: Summary of statistical analysis for each of the response variables with p values 
of condition (C), gender(G), time (T), gender*time interaction (G*T) and gender*condition 
interaction (G*C). P-values for NASA- TLX are shown for mental demand (MD), physical 
demand (PD) and overall score (Overall). 
 RPD MVC COV RMS nMPF NASA-TLX 
      MD PD Overall 
C 0.0794 0.0036 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.5742 <0.0001 0.0138 0.0095 
G 0.4010 0.5540 0.7234 0.5045 0.9555 0.5251 0.9137 0.2887 
T <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0007 0.0904    
G*T 0.9997 0.6281 0.0034 0.7881 0.4642    
G*C <0.0001 0.6416 <0.0001 0.0007 0.0419 0.3732 0.9679 0.6271 
Hence, from the above table it can be seen which factors proved to be statistically significant. The 
difference between levels of significant factors was analyzed using post-hoc analysis (Tukey’s 
HSD test) and significant differences are shown in previous graphs. 
In addition, the correlation between different response variables can be seen in Fig. (11) and 
Table 3 below. The highest correlation (0.2368) was observed between COV and RMS, whereas 
negative correlations were seen between RPD and MVC (-0.3437), RPD and nMPF (-0.1034), 











Figure 11: Correlation scatterplot matrix of COV, RPD, RMS, MVC, and nMPF for all four 






This study was aimed at understanding the influence of varying levels of cognitive demands on 
fatigue development and recovery for a simple biomechanical system with a time period and 
physical demand relevant to the occupational settings. In addition to that the study analyzed 
changes in body responses for both genders in terms of task performance, perceived demands, 
muscle activity and decline of the FDI voluntary contraction capacity. Both subjective and 
objective measures showed a notable influence of different levels of cognitive demands on body 
responses for subjects. 
 D.1. Cognitive demand during breaks 
For added mental demand in periods of rest (RC3), it was seen that overall force fluctuations were 
highest (0.02) indicating an adverse effect on performance of physical task immediately following 
periods of rest. Meanwhile, RPD were also highest for RC3 (2.22) indicating an increased 
perceived discomfort for alternating mental and physical demands. However, MVC showed a 
better recovery as compared to that for control condition and higher mental demand (CRC7). MVC 
was second highest (90.6%) after CRC3 (92.4%) and did not differ significantly. RMS was also 
lower for RC3 compared to control condition indicating lower muscle activity. Eventually, MPF 
also showed higher value (101%) as compared to that for passive rest (100%) indicating less 
fatigue in presence of conditions with added cognitive demands (Fig.12).  
These findings are consistent with previous studies that observed an improved recovery in 
presence of mental task during breaks as compared to passive rest. Asmussen and Mazin (1978) 
in their study involving rhythmic lifting with elbow or middle finger flexors observed increased 
amount of work sustained after breaks with problem solving tasks. Similarly, Stock et al., (2011) 
in their study of isometric exertions of leg extensors found no reduction in initial peak torque during 
breaks with a mental task as opposed to breaks with passive rest that showed a decline in the 
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initial torque. In a separate study by Mathiassen et al., (2014), enhanced muscle fatigue recovery 
of the upper trapezius muscle was seen during intermediate breaks with memory task as well as 
1-hour after the session. Moreover, the post-session recovery differed with changes in difficulty 
of the memory task. Furthermore, Mathiassen et al., (2014) observed that ratings of perceived 
fatigue increased constantly over time, and showed recovery during breaks. However, in their 
study after a physical work bout of 7 minutes, there was a 5-minute break period including only a 
3-minute mental task. On the other hand, in the current study, for RC3 there was no period of 
“complete rest” as subjects continued to perform intermittent physical and mental tasks for a 




   (a) 
                  
                                                        (b) 
 
                                                     
                                                 (c) 
 
              (d) 
 
Figure 12: Least Square means of all four experimental conditions for (a) MVC, (b) COV, 
(c) RMS, and (d) RPD. The conditions represented by alphabets are: A- passive rest, B- 
concurrent reverse counting in steps of 3 (CRC3), C- concurrent reverse counting in 
steps of 7 (CRC7), and D- reverse counting in steps of 3 during breaks (RC3) 
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Subjects performed physical task for 30 seconds and then immediately performed 30 seconds of 
mental task, getting only a brief break of about one minute at the end of the 10-minute work bout. 
This might be one of the reasons for RPD continually increasing over the duration of 1-hour and 
not showing any notable reduction. In the current study, while males followed the overall trend 
described above, for females RC3 had second highest force fluctuations and RPD but did not 
show any significant difference from CRC3 which was the highest. The trend for MVC was similar 
for both genders and had no significant interaction with condition. The case was same for MPF 
as well. Hence, despite showing a slightly different trend in terms of COV and RPD, cognitive 
demand in breaks proved better than passive rest for females as well. 
Hence, the study further corroborated previous research and concluded that added mental 
demand during breaks has positive influence on fatigue recovery as compared to passive rest. 
D.2. Simultaneous cognitive and physical demands 
Comparing passive rest with concurrent physical and mental tasks, it was seen that force 
fluctuations (COV) were lower for CRC7 (0.0177) as compared to passive rest (0.0182) and CRC3  
(0.0186). Furthermore, both perceived discomfort (RPD) and muscle activity (RMS) were lower 
for CRC3 (1.67, 0.184 volts) and CRC7 (1.67, 0.239 volts) as compared to passive rest (1.9, 
0.244 volts).  Yet further, MVC also showed positive influence of concurrent physical and mental 
demands, having higher values for CRC3 (92.4%) and CRC7 (89.9%) as compared to passive 
rest (89%). Some of the differences between the three conditions, however, were not statistically 
significant. This can be seen in the graphs shown earlier in the analysis section of the study. 
These findings are similar to some of the previous studies such as the study by Mehta and Agnew 
(2011) who found reduced force fluctuations at 25% MVC level in presence of a concurrent mental 
task in the form of Stroop color word test. However, the observation for force fluctuations of the 
current study are in contradiction with that of Lorist et al., (2002) who found that force fluctuations 
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reduced in absence of a mental task as compared to that during a dual task at 30% MVC. Even 
though the contraction level was not substantially different from the 25% MVC level used in the 
current study, one of the reasons for the mentioned difference could be the experimental design. 
Lorist et al., (2002) in their study had five to six different task conditions in the same experimental 
session lasting 1.5 hours, while the actual data collection of dual-task condition was only 7 
minutes long on average. The sessions consisted of 150 practice trials of the mental task in the 
form of a choice reaction task (CRT) wherein subjects had to identify ‘frequent’ versus ‘infrequent’ 
auditory signals. This was then followed by more CRT trials along with MVC trials before starting 
the dual-task condition. Hence, since the practice session was not separated from the data 
collection session it could have led to subjects getting both mentally and physically fatigued before 
the dual-task condition and that could in turn have reflected in the results in the form of increased 
force fluctuations. 
Reduced muscle activity for concurrent mental and physical tasks was in line with previous studies 
who found reduced muscle activities and moments (Au and Keir, 2007; MacDonell and Keir, 
2005). Although, these findings contradict with some studies who found 10%-50% increase in 
muscle activity during dual-task conditions (Finsen et al., 2001; Lundberg et al., 1994; Srinivasan 
et al., 2016). Possible reasons for this contradiction could include short task durations and 
complex biomechanical systems such as the trapezius muscle selected by these studies.  
Hence, while there were differences among the two dual-task conditions, overall they proved to 
be better as compared to passive rest in terms of task performance, fatigue recovery, perceived 
fatigue and physical demand and muscle activity. The study thus concluded that concurrent 
physical and mental demands have a positive influence as compared to passive rest for a single 
level of physical exertion that is relevant to medium level occupational settings. 
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 D.3. Differences among conditions with added cognitive demands 
Since the task duration in the current study was 1-hour, performing just the physical task with little 
to no variation could have led the subjects to experience increased discomfort as expressed by 
the high RPD, as compared to dual-task conditions wherein the added mental task reduced the 
monotony of the task and hence could have led to lower RPD. This postulation is also further 
supported by the high perception of physical demand by the subjects as shown by the NASA-TLX 
ratings which were 73% higher for passive rest as compared to the dual-task conditions. 
Furthermore, the highest recovery in MVC which was for CRC3 (92.4%) is supported by muscle 
activity (RMS) which was the lowest for CRC3 (0.184 volts). An interesting observation in the 
current study was that the highest level of mental demand (CRC7) led to the best task 
performance, whereas for lower mental demand conditions (CRC3 and RC3) force fluctuations 
increased. In fact, the force fluctuations for CRC3 were higher than that for passive rest. This can 
be justified by the differences in arousal levels of the subjects for different conditions. Individuals 
have a finite attention capacity (central resource capacity theory) and the portion used is flexible, 
partly governed by individuals and their arousal levels (Kahneman, 1973). After the preliminary 
practice session, subjects had a fair estimate for all four conditions. Hence, it is possible that for 
passive rest condition, subjects weren’t significantly aroused and considering the simplicity of the 
task they devoted only a portion of their central resource capacity. Similarly, CRC3 and RC3 did 
not have a significant increase in the task demand as compared to passive rest and that could 
have led to – 1) Subjects devoting a portion of their central resource capacity and 2) Dividing the 
devoted portion between the mental and physical task. This in turn could have led to increased 
force fluctuations as with time the task demand increased but subjects did not devote more 
resources because arousal level plays a role in the attention limit fixed (Kahneman, 1973). In 
contrast as CRC7 is fairly more demanding than counting in steps of 3, subjects showed more 
alertness and arousal which in turn led to more attention resources being devoted to the task and 
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hence a better task performance was observed. This is also supported by Mathiassen et al., 
(2014) who also observed higher alertness for the most difficult mental task. While CRC7 showed 
benefits in terms of better task performance and lower RPD, the increased demand also caused 
lower fatigue recovery and higher muscle activity as shown by MVC and RMS results in Fig. 12. 
These results were somewhat similar to the results of the passive rest condition. 
The differences between genders for RPD and COV where females showed better performance 
for higher mental demand as compared to males could be associated with the higher proportion 
of Type I fibers in females which allows them to sustain low to medium demand tasks for a longer 
period of time. Yet another reason could be the fact that females show better performance than 
males in terms of speech fluency, accuracy, and fine motor movements (Sherwin, 2003; Zaidi, 
2010).  A brief ranking of all four conditions from most to least favorable for each of the responses 
recorded is shown in Table 4 below. 
Table 4: Ranking of all four conditions- concurrent reverse counting in steps of 3 (CRC3), 
concurrent reverse counting in steps of 7 (CRC7), reverse counting in steps of 3 during 
breaks (RC3) and passive rest- from most to least favorable for RPD, COV, RMS, MVC, 





Second Third Least Favorable 
RPD CRC3 CRC7 Passive Rest RC3 
COV CRC7 Passive rest CRC3 RC3 
RMS CRC3 RC3 CRC7 Passive Rest 
MVC CRC3 RC3 CRC7 Passive Rest 
nMPF CRC7 CRC3 RC3 Passive Rest 
NASA-TLX 
(Physical Demand) 
CRC3 CRC7 RC3 Passive Rest 
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E. Limitations and Future Work 
While this study showed several interesting results for varying levels of cognitive demands, there 
are certain limitations of this study that should be noted. This study was conducted including only 
young (18-22 years), and hence including a broader range of age is encouraged to see if the 
results are more generally applicable. While the selected exertion level was called “medium”, the 
findings might vary marginally with the exact exertion levels required at different workplaces even 
if they are in the same range. Moreover, additional research is encouraged to understand actual 
degree of influence of the observed force fluctuations on physical tasks as it wasn’t included in 
the scope of the study. Furthermore, this study only included a simple biomechanical system, 
hence further research incorporating multiple muscle groups is encouraged to extrapolate the 
findings to more functional joints and muscle groups in the body. 
This study analyzed recovery during the task, however further analyses of recovery of subjects 
after the task could give more insights about changes in body responses. Research could also be 
conducted with different types of cognitive tasks (memory tasks, arithmetic tasks, color tests, etc.) 
to see changes in body responses for each of them and which can give more favorable results.  
F. Conclusion 
Although all conditions with added mental demands showed better results compared to passive 
rest, there were differences in outcomes of certain responses measured. While RC3 did show 
highest RPD and COV, it also demonstrated improved recovery and lower muscle activity as 
compared to CRC7. Hence, having moderate mental task in breaks could prove to be beneficial 
in occupational settings such as assembly, computational tasks, etc. that do not require precise 
control over fine motor movements. However, it might hinder performance in work environments 
where continuous precise control over fine motor skills is required. On the other hand, moderate 
mental demand in concurrence with physical demand (CRC3) showed increased force 
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fluctuations. However, it also resulted in highest fatigue recovery, lowest muscle activity, and 
lowest perceived discomfort and physical demand. Hence, overall, passive rest represented the 
lowest mental demands, and CRC7 had the highest, while CRC3 as a moderate level 
demonstrated the most favorable results. Thus, adding a moderate mental demand to the physical 
task could lead to enhanced recovery and reduced muscle activity. Adding a higher level of mental 
demand showed lowest perceived discomfort and fluctuations, but at the expense of higher 
perception of physical demand, increased muscle activity and reduced recovery which were 
nearly as bad as passive rest.  Certain workplaces where precise control over fine motor 
movements is needed, a higher mental demand could show improved task performance, if over 
time the increase in muscle activity and discomfort are not significant. 
Hence, by having varying levels of cognitive demand, this study was able to denote influence of 
different levels on body responses for both genders. The study was also able to find a moderate 
level that showed most favorable results overall. A similar approach can be used under different 
conditions to find a potentially “optimal” level of cognitive demand to obtain the most favorable 
results. This study can thus be an experimental approach to analyze different physical and 
cognitive task combinations in workplaces and determine a combination that demonstrates most 
favorable results and potentially contribute to preventing or reducing development of WMSDs.  
Finally, findings of current study can be utilized to establish guidelines for levels of mental 
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3. Matlab Scripts 
3.1. COV 
currentpath=pwd(); 
 cd('Data File Path');  %Current directory% 
data=load ('Data File Name');  %Raw data file% 
QQ = data(:,1);   %Time Column% 
x = QQ(1601:601600); 
JJ = data(:,2);    % Force in X-direction% 
y= JJ(1601:601600); 
fc= 5;   %Cut-Off Frequency% 
fs = 1000;  %Sampling Frequency% 
[b,a] = butter(2,fc/(fs/2)); 
c=filtfilt(b,a,y); 




mean2 = zeros(10,1); 
std1 = zeros(10,1); 
cov1 = zeros(10,1); 
for i=1:1:10 
    for j=1:1:20000  
         
        W=W+c(60000*(i-1)+35000+j); %35000 is to remove first 35 secs% 
        P(j)=c(60000*(i-1)+35000+j); 
        Q(j)=x(60000*(i-1)+35000+j); 
    end 
    figure(1); 
     plot(Q,P, 'b');hold on;   %checking for means% 
   
    k=k+1;   %counter to see the number of loops% 
      
     mean2(i)=W/20000; 
   std1(i)=std(P); 
    cov1(i)=std1(i)/mean2(i); 




   prompt = 'Enter the minute value that has to be excluded from the code?';  % Exclude 
minute with abnormal fluctuations%                                                      
   removevalue=input(prompt); 
   cov1(removevalue)=[];  
   covmean = mean(cov1);  %mean of COV with removed value% 
    








currentpath=pwd();   
cd('Data File Path'); %Current Directory& 
data= load ('Data File Name'); %Raw data file to load% 
x = data(:,1);  %Time column%    
y = data(:,2);  %Force in X-direction% 
plot(x,y, 'b'); 
fc= 5; %Cut-Off frequency% 
fs = 1000;  %Sampling Frequency% 
[b,a] = butter(2,fc/(fs/2));    %Butterworth filter% 
c=filtfilt(b,a,y); 
  






 % Range of MVC to select% 
idx = (1297.2 <= x & x <= 1298.2); 
hold on, plot(x(idx), y(idx), 'r') 
hold off 
  
A = mean (y(idx))   %Mean of selected MVC range% 
 
 
